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Abstract— Agriculture is necessary for human continuity 

and remains a major driver of several economies around the 
world; more so in underdeveloped and developing 

economies. As demand for food and cash crops is 

increasing, due to a growing global population and the 

challenges posed by climate change, there is a pressing need 

to increase farm outputs while incurring minimal costs. 

Some previous technologies developed for selective 

weeding have faced the challenge of reliable and accurate 

weed detection. We are presenting approaches for plant 

seedlings classification with a dataset which contains total 

4000 plus images of approximately 900 plus unique plants 

belonging to 12 category at different increasing stages. We 

compared the performances of two traditional algorithms 
and a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), a deep 

learning technique widely applied to image recognition, for 

this task. Our findings shows that the CNN-driven seedling 

classification applications when used in farming automation 

has optimized the crop yield and help in improving 

productivity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Plants continue to serve as a source of food and maintain 

atmosphere by providing oxygen for all life on earth. In 

continents like Africa, where agriculture is predominant, 

proper automation of the farming process would help 

optimize crop yield and ensure continuous productivity and 

sustainability. Transforming agricultural sector by the use of 

smart farming methods and technology can power economic 

growth in many countries. According to, there is a strong 

link between increased productivity and economic 

prosperity. One major reason for reduction in crop yield is 

weed invasion on farmlands. Tares, grasses, herbs generally 
have no useful value in terms of food, nutrition or medicine 

yet they have accelerated growth and parasitically compete 

with actual crops for nutrients and space. Inefficient 

processes such as hand weeding hassled to significant losses 

and increasing costs due to manual labor. Precision 

agriculture which is a farming management concept based 

on observing, with the goal of identifying systems that 

support decision-making in farm management in order to 

optimize returns on outputs while preserving resources, and 

weed control systems have been developed aiming at better 

yields and costs while reducing environmental dare; some 
robotic systems have been used to do this. The robots and 

the vision machines need to be able to selectively and 

reliably discover a weed from the useful plants. Machine 

vision technologies developed for selective weeding face a 

challenge of reliable and accurate weed detection. It’s not 

easy to identify the weeds due to unclear crops boundaries, 

with varying rocky or sandy backgrounds, and as a result, 

traditional classification methods are likely to fail on this 

task. In this work, we explore the performance of traditional 

computer vision methods on this task and show that a Deep 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) does the best job at 
classifying plant seedlings. In computer vision, CNNs have 

been known to be powerful visual models that yield 

hierarchies of features enabling accurate segmentation. They 

are also known to perform predictions relatively faster than 

other algorithms while maintaining competitive performance 

at the same time. 

A. Data  

The dataset used are provided by the Aarhus University 

Signal Processing group, in collaboration with University of 

Southern Denmark, contains a set of 4275 images of 

approximately 960 unique plants belonging to 12 species at 

different growth stages. The data is firstly targeted for 

research that tries to identify plant species at their early 

growth stage. This allows farmers to conduct weeding 

before the weeds start competing with crops for nutrition. 

Performing image segmentation at this stage is also easier 

because there is less over-lapping of leaves .  

B. Baseline  

Using traditional algorithms Data Processing We performed 

image preprocessing on the dataset before training the 

models. First using Gaussian Blur, we smoothen the image, 

removing high frequency content and then converting this 

blurred version to HSV space. We created a mask by 
specifying a range of possible color values of the seedlings 

to be captured and using a morphological erosion with an 

11x11 structuring kernel, we are able to produce foreground 

seedling images with the backgrounds subtracted. Below are 

images of a subset of the seedlings before and after 

background subtraction.  

(a) Background segmentation result  

(b) Results of the samples in figure 2 with segmented 

background Figure 3: Images of the segmentation process 

and a segmented copy of Figure 1. We then perform image 

normalization by subtracting the mean from each pixel, 
dividing by the standard deviation and then scaled the data 

in the range of [0,1]. Support Vector Machines and K-

Nearest Neighbors To perform baseline tests, we use non 

neural network techniques: Support Vector Machines 

(SVMs) and K-Nearest Neighbors classifiers. To find 

optimal parameters for each model, we perform a grid 

search using a combination of parameters. For the KNN 

model, using values for the number of neighbors parameter, 

n_neighbours, ranging from [1, √ n], where n = input size, 

we use grid search to find our best model to have, number of 

neighbors = 5 with uniform weights and accuracy of 

56.84%. For our SVM classifier, using similar grid search 
technique, we find our optimal parameters to be: penalty 

parameter of the error term, C=5, kernel=linear and gamma 

value=auto which uses 1/n_features as the kernel 

coefficient. Our accuracy for this model is 61.2%. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

In their paper provided a dataset that is aimed at ground-

based weed or specie spotting and also suggested a 

benchmark measure to researchers to enable easy 

comparison of classification results. previously 

demonstrated the effectiveness of a convolutional neural 

network to learn unsupervised feature representations for 44 

different plant species with high accuracy. In the course of 

exploring the right architecture for our model, we consider 

the work of in classifying leaves using the Google Net and 

VGG Net architectures. implemented a 26-layer deep 
learning model consisting of 8 residual blocks in their 

classification of 10,000 images of 100 ornamental plant 

species achieving classification rates of up to 91.78%. 

addressed the problem of CNN-based semantic 

segmentation of crop fields separating sugar beet plants, 

weeds, and background solely based on RGB data by 

proposing a deep encoder-decoder CNN for semantic 

segmentation that is fed with a 14-channel image storing 

vegetation indexes and other information that in the past has 

been used to solve crop-weed classification. 

III. OUTPUT SCREENSHOT 

 
Fig. 1: Training Database 

 
Fig. 2: Accuracy Detection 

 
Fig. 3: Training Loss and Accuracy on   crop classification 

IV. OBJECTIVE 

 It is less time consuming.  

 providing greater flexibility then manual detection.  

 Available for everyone.  

V. CONCLUSION 

An efficient deep learning model for seedlings classification 

can help farmers optimize crop yields and significantly 
reduce losses. In this paper, we proposed a deep 

convolutional neural network method for plant seedlings 

classification. A dataset that contains images of 

approximately 960 unique plants belonging to 12 species at 

several growth stages was used. The model can detect and 

differentiate a weed from other plants in the wild. A baseline 

version of the proposed system achieves an accuracy of 

approximately 93%. The proposed system can be extended 

to work with robotic arms for performing actual weeding 

operation in large farmlands.  
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